PSHE – Jigsaw: Healthy Me

Cross-Curricular Literacy
History- Design a persuasive language






advertising poster/wrapper. Links to



senses. Links to History.



Links to History and D&T.

History
 Looking at famous people from a long time
ago what are the similarities and differences.
 Find out the history of Cadburys and
Birmingham.
Geography

seasons.


place like this?

Computing


Summer 2016

Mexico.
What is it like to live in a Mexican village?
Look at similarities and differences to our
area.
Music – Music Express


D&T – Mexico cooking tortillas

Weather- Exploring sound.



Investigate Mexican food.



Write instructions and make their own
tortillas.

RE
 Why do people tell stories that have meaning?
To explore the meaning behind religious
stories and how they have an impact on our
behaviour and choosing from right and wrong.
 What makes it good to belong?
To look at different groups of people and talk
about what it means to be part of a group.

To look at how the day length varies
according to the season.

To know how to stay safe crossing the

Who lives in a

Use maps and globes to locate UK and



To identify weather associated with the

road.

Write a description of Tocuaro.





products can be harmful.

Writing instructions to make tortillas.



To know that medicines and household

To observe the changes across the four
seasons.

and how to live a healthy lifestyle.

Poetry- Descriptive language using



To understand the difference
between being healthy and unhealthy

History.


Science – Seasonal Changes

Art



Explore Mexican art.
Look at the artist Henry Moore and design
and make your own 3D sculpture using
plasticine.





E-safety – how can we ensure we are safe
online? Understand the difference
between real and online experiences.
Understand it can be used to
communicate with other people. Know
what to do if they find something
inappropriate online. Use the internet to
find information. Know that not
everything on the internet is true.
Look at ICT in the world around you.
Create a power point by sequencing your
own pictures taken on the IPad.
Use the Ipad to make a short video.

P.E




Gymnastics –Shapes, floor work and
travelling.
Games- Sports day skills and Olympic
event.

